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 торопкоза з марки моркозами Rated 4.71 / 5 stars2012-07-08 05:27:38 Wow That was one crazy short video. I had a look on
youtube before you posted it and saw it on this channel. I just watched the whole thing... And I must say that this is one of the
most entertaining videos i have watched in a while. It was very well done and the amount of effort that was put into this was

very much appreciated. Everything from the gameplay to the music to the intro is top notch. The gameplay was very very
smooth and the sprites look beautiful. I also like how you made it where one person can be able to play at the same time as each

other. I hope to see this next time you post a short video on pokemon pokemon moemon platinum торопкоза з марки
моркозами Rated 4.59 / 5 stars2012-07-08 05:20:07 Pretty nice Really well done, it looked really nice in terms of gameplay,
graphics and music Can you do a full playthrough with 5 people playing together? It's been a while since I watched a pokemon

tutorial, I like to watch them for when I'm bored or if I'm trying to get a pokemon for my game in mind Rated 5.00 / 5
stars2012-07-08 04:55:22 All around very good I don't know much about pokemon, so I'm not going to review much, I just

wanted to say that you put a lot of effort into this, and I really love it when someone puts that much effort into a video for a new
game Rated 4.00 / 5 stars2012-07-08 04:38:48 Well You didn't mention what version of Pokemon you are using, but I guess you
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